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01 ABOUT COMPANY CUE

Co. Cue is an editorial-focused content marketing agency
based out of New York City. We connect the dots in the
online buyer’s journey with the brand product message,
delivering high quality, culturally nuanced content that is
consistent across language and border for the discerning
lifestyle consumer.
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Our writers can be found around the globe.
Our Global Reach

●

1K writers

●

48 countries

●

32 languages

●

5 continents
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Content in Context We believe that authentic and relevant
content is critical if you want to be taken seriously. Our
platform has over 1,000 multilingual writers and editors
with subject & language expertise across 48 countries and
32 languages. Experience working with leaders in the
lifestyle space, including Apple, Google, Spotify, and Sonos.
We are experts in giving brands an original voice.
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Content Marketing & Editorial Content
Providing content for purpose. Supplying the right copy at the right time to support your
marketing activity.

Metadata Creation & Management
Building and improving platform metadata to surface content and enable algorithms, while
optimizing search functionality, personalization, ratings, and recommendations.

Product Copywriting
Crafting seamless, high quality copy for e-commerce, including product descriptions, lists,
bundles, alerts, categorization, keywords, and naming.

Localization & Transcreation
Unique, culturally nuanced translations of content and adaptations to local markets across 24
languages by a global network of experts.

Consulting
Management and population of content into client CMS, social media calendars, workflow
efficiency, and content strategy.
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We have the skills and experience to deliver global scale
with an authentic local voice
●

Global brands rely on us for content

●

We have experience across many lifestyle subject areas

●

We ensure a clear tone of voice, nuance and local knowledge for localization

●

Great knowledge in global metadata standards built on partnerships with designers,
developers and e-commerce platforms

●

Local and personal – we will ensure the content is engaging to customer feedback and the
copy will reflect local preferences
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Define

Develop

Deliver

Work with Client team to define the
specific brief in detail

Work roadmap-defining key timelines
and delivery requirements

Content against agreed Timeline

Codify the content and context
required for the editorial team

Define Publishing formats and CMS
requirements

Identify core requirements from
information sources

Delivery formats scheduling

Determine tone of voice and
vocabulary
Agree team structure and
communication flows between Co.
Cue and Client

Taxonomy(s) specifications
Metadata outline and hierarchy based
on field types, definitions and
quantities

Minimum viable product where
timelines dictate – confidence that
content is ready and approved
Schedule for ongoing process for
content

Publish across multiple platforms
Global program management with
local editorial resource to deliver
platform expansion
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Personal and Global
Account Management
All our accounts have a high level experienced account manager available 24/7.
Project Management
We allocate a locally placed expert project manager to ensure you have full access and feedback
Content Management
We believe our editorial team is the best in the world. Our staff have worked with us for many years. All writers are personally
vetted and tested with a rigorous process culminating in video interview with our CEO.
Design Management
We have skilled design expertise on hand for all of your needs
From layout and print work through to full digital design for e-commerce
Local Editorial Expertise

Editorial staff based in local market writing in language per specification
QA Control – Editor, Copy Editor, Fact-checker
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Medallia
Sales and Marketing Localisation
www.medallia.com

Medallia is a US based business that provides
SaaS Customer Experience Management and
Enterprise Feedback Management software and
services to companies around the world.
The Challenge
Localizing marketing and sales collateral for key European markets to
enable their sales teams to deliver against the ambitious targets.
Our Solution
Co. Cue built a team of experts based in relevant territories to localize
the sales and marketing documentation. This included delivery of ready
to use sales material, re-designed in local language, PDF format.
With local resource and a hands-on service, we operate as an
extension of the Medallia marketing and sales teams to ensure brand
voice and nuance is consistent regardless of language.

CASE STUDY

Wixson Paris
Design and content development
www.wixsonparis.com

Wixson Paris is a high end, luxury undergarment
label from designer Sasha Wixson. The mission is
to redefine timeless luxury with artisanal
craftsmanship and a modern vintage aesthetic.
The Challenge
To build a website that reflected the brand, including all web copy and
product descriptions. The products are well-crafted from quality
materials and the content needed to be a reflection of the quality and
artisanal nature of the products.

Our Solution
Our design partner, Sweden Unlimited, and Co. Cue worked together
to deliver a breathtaking website with beautiful written content in
English and French. Our writers are fashion experts and were able to
articulate the brand and products in line with the designers vision.
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Hain Celestial
Design and content development
www.currantly.com

The Hain Celestial Group is an American food
company focused on organic and natural products
and devoted to a Healthier Way of Life™. The foods
and personal care products products range from
herbal teas, offered through their Celestial
Seasonings brand, to chickens from the FreeBird
brand.
The Challenge
Hain Celestial Group wanted to create a destination site for families.
They aspired to help families restore a little order to their lives with
inspiring stories, fun activities and helpful tips for managing busy, everchanging schedules. They needed to create content for the site with
fresh, creative ideas on raising a family and living a healthy life.
The key was to have content that was engaging and useful which
included products from The Hain Celestial Group.
Our Solution
Our network of editorial experts enabled us to create content that was
appropriate in style and tone and in line with brand values. We created
hundreds of articles for the site through our network, covering a wide
variety of topics.
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Tribune Media
Design and content development
www.tribunemedia.com

Tribune Media Services is a syndication network
providing film and TV show content to 4000+ clients
globally
Their Challenge
As a leading source of syndicated media content worldwide Tribune
Media partnered with Tivo to deliver film and television descriptions in
Swedish, Turkish, Spanish and French Canadian. They needed all of
the original descriptions in English to be localized..
Our Solution
Co. Cue provided all global content localization support for TMS,
including synopses, keywords and recommendations for over 5,000
films and television shows. Cue enlisting staff in the target countries to
transcreate text to fit local style and customs as well as conventions
within their respective media markets.
Example - The HOBBIT
Global users receive content tailored to their regions, leading to greater
satisfaction and retention - The hobbit was one of the many
localizations we did.
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Napster
Metadata creation and management
napster.com

Napster (previously known as Rhapsody) is an
online music store subscription service based in
Seattle.
The Challenge
Maintaining consistency, cultural relevance and quality control across
music metadata in 9 EU territories, in order to deliver discovery,
accurate search results and optimise artist accuracy.
Our Solution
Our network of specialized music service editors ensured that editorial
content was synced up in style and tone across all 15 territories,
working directly in Napster’s CMS. We edited and reviewed genre,
style, artist, album and song detail to ensure analytics and algorithms
were created with the best data possible across all content descriptors
Example: Eric Clapton
Initially, Eric Clapton was only assigned to one genre: Blues. Co. Cue
fixed genre designations to include British Blues, Singer-Songwriter,
Rock, and others.
Co. Cue helped build relationships to additional artists not listed in the
database for Eric Clapton. Rock fans who sought out Clapton can now
discover related artists.
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THANK YOU

james@companycue.com
paul@companycue.com

